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commerce students and graduate students^ 

take a hand in this work.

"Dr. Hemmeon and I would both like to

We have no time to do it all but we should each like to

do some of it.

Under the third head I should like to discuss the extension of our graduate 

school work by the admission to it those who have taken a degree in com erce with 
a high standing and with the necessary prerequisites such as/latin. Under the

programme I have proposed,these men would have taken as much economics as the honourJ
graduates in arts and would therefore be entitled under the present rule to enter

During their year of graduate study their work would deal 

wholly with the Economics of Canada, and the theses which they would prepare would

our graduate school.

be on Canadian subjects. I think they would find this year of graduate study of

veiy great practical use to them when they go out into the business world. Thqr

would also lend an added strength to our graduate school. I am most anxious to

!build up here at McGill ami advanced school of Canadian Economics which will draw

to it students from all over the Dominion who have had a preliminary training in

other colleges. In view of the fact that Montreal is the commercial centre of 

Canada and offers exceptional facilities for*manufacturing, banking and trade,

I think that it ought to be possible to attract students here from various parts 

of Qanada where the facilities for Economic study are limited by the restricted

For such a graduate school, especially in its initial stages we need

A

environment.
y

all the help we can find in the way of graduate scholarships, or, what is the same
thing tutorial w .rk^'or graduate student^) with the elementary classes so arranged

ay a part at least of his own expenses while he isthat the graduate student can

The extension of work which I have outlined would necessitatestudying with us.

But I think that we could manage very well for aa certain addition to the staff.

year or two with only the help of an additional sessional lecturer, 

possible to give us in addition a couple of tutorial fellows, themselves in the

If it were

graduate school and receiving in return for their work a remission of fees and, 

perhaps $250.00 a year each, this would be of very great help in the gener 1 plan


